Abstract: A nonlinear echelon slab structure is proposed for high-energy THz pulse generation. The most important advantage of the setup is the possibility of using plane parallel nonlinear optical crystal for producing good-quality, symmetric THz beam.
Introduction
Acceleration of electrons [1] and protons [2] are new, promising applications of intense THz pulses. Optical rectification of ultrashort laser pulses in nonlinear materials is a standard way for efficient THz generation. Since the introduction of the tilted-pulse-front technique [3] , velocity matching has become possible also in cases, where good nonlinear optical properties of the material are vitiated by the large difference between the optical and the terahertz refractive indices. In the conventional tilted-pulse-front excitation schemes, prism-shaped THz generator crystals with wedge angle equal to the pulse-front tilt (63º for lithium niobate (LN)) are needed. The required large wedge angle negatively affects the THz beam quality and is especially problematic in the case of high-energy THz generation experiments, where wide pump beams are needed.
A modified version of the tilted-pulse-front THz generation scheme was demonstrated by reflecting the pump beam on a stair-step echelon [4] . Contrary to the case of the conventional tilted-pulse-front excitation, where the pulse-front is continuous, a segmented tilted pulse front is formed in this case. This kind of pulse front can be characterized with an average pulse-front-tilt angle. A high THz generation efficiency was achieved, but this echelon setup also requires a prism-shaped nonlinear crystal with the same wedge angle as in the conventional setup.
LiNbO3 nonlinear echelon slab
In the present work, we propose a hybrid-type setup (see Fig. 1(a) ), which is a combination of the conventional scheme, containing diffraction optics and imaging, and a nonlinear material with an echelon-like profile created on its entrance surface, hereinafter referred to as "nonlinear echelon slab" (NLES). Contrary to all the setups used so far, a plane parallel nonlinear crystal can be used. Hence, the absorption, the dispersion, and the nonlinear effects are uniform across the THz beam profile. This advantage, together with the reduced imaging errors, may lead to the realization of a scalable THz pulse source with good output beam quality (i. e. symmetric beam profile, excellent focusability) for applications. We adopted the 1D model originally suggested in [5] and [6] to the case of a segmented tilted pulse front to estimate the performance of the NLES introduced here and compare it to the reflective stair-step echelon. The model takes into account the diffraction of the pump, the periodic phase shift of the THz wavelets, and the discontinuity of the pulse front [7] . The Fourier limited pump pulse length was assumed to be 500 fs. 1030 nm pump wavelength was used to avoid three-photon absorption. The peak pump intensity was kept at a constant value of 40 GW/cm 2 in all cases. The temperature was 100 K in order to reduce THz absorption.
The efficiencies of the NLES and the reflective stair-step echelon are depicted versus the crystal length ( Fig.  1(b) ). The meaning of w is seen in Fig. 1(a) . Our calculations predict about one order of magnitude higher efficiency for the proposed NLES setup as compared to the reflective echelon. The spectra, normalized with the same factor, and the corresponding THz waveform can be seen in Fig. 2 . The peak electric field strength directly behind the crystal output reaches the level of hundreds of kV/cm for NLES (Fig. 2(d) ). It can be increased by at least one order of magnitude by focusing. In addition, the calculation result show that semiconductor (ZnTe or GaP) NLES sources, pumped at longer wavelengths, are also competitive. 
Summary
A novel hybrid-type THz source was proposed for efficient generation of high-energy THz pulses. The scheme is a combination of the conventional tilted-pulse-front setup and a transmission stair-step echelon faced nonlinear crystal with a period in the hundred-micrometer range. The most important advantage of this setup is the uniform average crystal length, which can enable efficient production of good quality, symmetric THz beams and scalability to high THz pulse energies. Calculations for LN predict approximately ten times larger efficiency for the NLES-based hybrid setup than for the reflective stair-step echelon setup. Approximately 1% conversion efficiency and hundreds of kV/cm 2 peak electric field strength is predicted.
